Customer service is our top priority.
Here’s what our clients are saying about us:
N&R has been a good, reliable partner in the past and I would consistently recommend them to others.
-NASA Client
N&R Engineering has developed a variety of products for their clients. We were in need of a contractor
that could help us coordinate concepts for advanced tool development. To help us achieve the results we
were looking for, N&R developed a tool called PRODAF that serves as a powerful calculation platform.
I have always admired N&R for their patience and open-mind. When it comes to expanding their team,
they bring in individuals who are not only qualified, but also have a unique set of skills. Dr. John
Gayda, a former NASA employee who now works at N&R, is a strong connection of mine. His skills
are not only applicable but have the capacity to advance our field.
When I think of N&R, the following words come to mind: imagination, innovation, patience,
professionalism, kindness, and fun.
-NASA Client
Working with Ian and Vinod has been a pleasure. It has truly been a collaborative effort as we have
gone back and forth revising and improving our analysis. Ian has always been responsive and prompt
in getting me what I need when I need it, from fault trees and presentation briefing slides to raw
python code and input files so I could run various cases myself when the need arose. Ian has a way of
taking my scattered thoughts and organizing and clarifying the underlying logic chain connecting
them. This has allowed me to clearly communicate our findings to our team each step of the way and to
identify the areas that warrant further investigation. Vinod’s background and experience working with
government entities has made the process of negotiating and revising our contract seamless as this task
has continued to evolve.
-NASA Client
N&R Engineering has worked with me on a series of tasks, and I can say that it only got better each
time. They have also brought in bright and capable individuals who have not only been successful on a
variety of projects but have made recognizable advancements in our industry.
I chose N&R because they were competitive price-wise, flexible and accommodating, and because of the
wonderful working relationship I have with Vinod.
-NASA Client
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